
NATCA Government Affairs Team Meets with
Speaker Pelosi

NATCA’s Government
Affairs team members
Sean Maxwell and
Annika Olson had the
opportunity to meet
with the Speaker of the
U.S. House of
Representatives,
Nancy Pelosi, at an
event on Capitol Hill in
late June. NATCA
thanked the Speaker
for her longtime
support of air traffic
controllers in California

and across the country. Speaker Pelosi thanked the controller workforce for
their professionalism, dedication, and determination throughout the COVID
pandemic. She will support us in the coming years and looks forward to
continued dialogue.

PHOTO: (Left to right) Maxwell, Speaker Pelosi, and Olson

National Validation Team meets at National Office

The members of the National Validation Team (NVT) met at the NATCA
National Office in Washington on June 14. The collaborative work group
conducted facility pay level adjustment reviews and carried out normal
business related to nationwide traffic counting.



Attending the meeting for NATCA were: Brody McCray (Washington Center,
ZDC), Scott Fineron (Northern California TRACON, NCT), Corey Grafe
(Philadelphia ATCT, PHL), John Tornatore-Pili (San Francisco ATCT, SFO),
Steven Spiller (Boston ATCT, BOS), Jonathan Bouhebent (Denver Center,
ZDV), Gilbert Geer (Joshua Control Facility, JCF), Matthew Scala (Denver
TRACON, D01), Mike Weekley (Columbus ATCT, CMH), Heather McNevin
(Minneapolis Center, ZMP), (not pictured) Mark Dillon, and Mark Dawson
(Spokane ATCT, GEG).
 
Learn more about the NVT here.

NATCA Holds Enrollment Open Season for Long-
Term Disability Program

For the first time in two
years, NATCA is holding
an enrollment open
season for its popular
UNUM group long-term
disability (LTD) program.
LTD insurance can be
the most important part
of your overall benefits
package, and NATCA
offers members the
opportunity to purchase
it at affordable group

https://www.natca.org/2021/04/07/national-validation-team-nvt/


rates. 

About the UNUM LTD
program, NATCA
Member Bill Ryan
(Newark ATCT, EWR)
stated, “I would
recommend UNUM to
anyone who has
dependents they are
responsible for. Having
this extra insurance will
help you like it did me
ensure our financial
security in the case of
any medical issues that
might arise.”

Learn more about
protecting yourself and
your family and enroll today at: natcadisability.com. 
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